On Demand Libraries

Using New Media For More Effective Library Programming and Training.
Traditional library programming can be difficult to access.
Traditional library programming can be expensive.
Traditional library programming can lead to silos.
Traditional library programming is ephemeral...
Traditional library programming is changing.
Creating a repository of on-demand library programming is a viable and attainable solution.
One Boring, Wordy Slide

**What we used**
- Camera – iPhone 5s
- Computer – Mac Mini
- Software – iMovie
- Editing Time – A rough estimate is 1 hour per 5 minutes of video.
- Hosting Platform – YouTube
- Repository Site – Google Sites

**What it costs**
- Camera – < $300
- Computer – < $500
- Software – Free
- Editing Time – $30/hour
- Hosting Platform – Free
- Repository Site – Free

*Total cost for implementation: approx $1000*
This is just one way to do it. It might not even be the best way.
Content doesn’t have to be perfect.
Don’t let this be a hurdle.
Be respectful. Be creative.
It doesn’t even have to be very good. At least not at first.
Ideas for the future and questions...
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